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We propose graph encryption schemes that efficiently support 
approximate shortest distance queries on large-scale encrypted 
graphs. Shortest distance queries are one of the most fundamental 
graph operations and have a wide range of applications. Using such 
graph encryption schemes, a client can outsource large-scale 
privacy-sensitive  graphs to an untrusted server without losing the 
ability to query it.  Other applications include encrypted graph 
databases and controlled disclosure systems. We propose GRECS 
(stands for GRaph EnCryption for approximate Shortest distance 
queries) which includes three schemes that are provably secure 
against any semi-honest server. Our first construction makes use of 
only symmetric-key operations, resulting in a 
computationally-efficient construction. Our second scheme, makes 
use of  somewhat-homomorphic encryption and is less 
computationally-efficient but achieves optimal communication 
complexity (i.e., uses a minimal amount of bandwidth). Finally, our 
third scheme is both computationally-efficient and achieves optimal 
communication complexity at the cost of a small amount of 
additional leakage. We implemented and evaluated the efficiency of 
our constructions experimentally.  The experiments demonstrate that 
our schemes are efficient and can be applied to graphs that scale up 
to $1.6$ million nodes and $11$ million edges. 
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Graph Database Encryption Scheme

A graph encryption scheme for distance queries Graph = 
(Setup, DistQuery) consists of a polynomial-time algorithm 
and a polynomial-time two-party protocol that work as 
follows:
•

Security Definition (at a high level):
No efficient adversary can learn any partial information about 
the graph or the queries, beyond what is explicitly allowed by 
the leakage functions. This holds even for queries that are 
adversarially-influenced and generated adaptively; that is, as a 
function of the encrypted graph and previous results.

However, how to compute shortest distance??
Dijkstra, Bellman-Ford, Adj-Matrix?  NO!

Sketch-based oracle!Sketch-based oracle!

Efficient Graph Encryption Construction

We propose three constructions. Our first scheme only makes 
use of symmetric-key operations and, as such, is very 
computationally efficient. Our second scheme makes use of 
somewhat-homomorphic encryption (BGN cryptosystem) and 
achieves optimal communication complexity. Our third scheme 
is computationally-ecient, achieves optimal communication 
complexity and produces compact encrypted graphs at the cost 
of some leakage. We show that all our constructions are 
adaptively semantically-secure with reasonable leakage 
functions.

GraphEnc3:Space Efficient & Communication-Efficient Construction

GraphEnc2: Communication-Efficient Construction

Some Experimental Results
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